
Trouble Shooting for ZS36X

Suction is Low / No Suction / Weak Suction / Airflow

Hair Wrap

Brushroll Stops Spinning

Softroller Not Spinning

No power

What should I do if the front wheels of the vacuum are 
squeaking?

Noise

Burning Smell 

Back to 
Index

Back to 
Index



Troubleshooting steps for  Low/No Suction

Turn off and unplug the vacuum.

Remove the dust cup. Holding it over a trash receptacle, 
press the release button near the bottom of the dust cup. 

The bottom of the dust cup will open to let dust and debris 
fall into the trash.

Reach inside the dust cup to ensure that no dust or pet hair 
is blocking the airflow through the plastic cone-shaped 

debris screen in the center of the dust cup. Close the dust 
cup and reattach it to the unit. 

Remove the filter cover on the top of the handheld 
vacuum. Take out the foam and felt pre-motor filters, tap 
filters clean over a trash can to remove any excess debris. 

Set filters aside and reattach the filter cover.

Separate the handheld from the wand. Plug in the 
handheld and check for suction at the end of the opening 

of the handheld.  Do you feel Suction? 

Check for any debris or clogs and carefully remove any 
string or debris from the brushroll. Also check hose in 

nozzle for rips or tears.

Reattach the brushroll garage lid and press down firmly on 
all sides until it clicks into place.

Assemble unit, turn on unit and try in an area where CX 
can see if it is picking up.  

Is there Suction? 
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Yes, Continue to next 
Step.

No, TS Failed. Send POD.  
(please advise Customer to 
keep unit until they receive 

POD as not all parts are 
included)

While wand is removed from handheld, remove wand from 
floor nozzle. Look through one end of the wand to see if CX 
can see straight through to the other end. (can also advise 
CX to drop a coin through the wand.) Remove any clogs. 

Remove the Garage Door from floor nozzle by sliding the 
buttons on the floor nozzle away from the brushroll. 

Yes, TS Worked
No, TS Failed. Send 

Floor Nozzle

Put filters back in unit, turn on unit and check for suction 
from handheld. Do you feel Suction. 

No, Wash or replace 
filter 

Yes continue to next 
step



Troubleshooting steps for “Hair wrap”

Zero-M®/Self Cleaning Brushroll technology actively 
removes hair from the brushroll while the vacuum is 

running. If you see hair wrapped around the brushroll, 
please perform the following steps.

Go to a place in your home with hard flooring, low-pile 
carpet. 

Turn the vacuum on. Select Setting ll (Carpet). Tilt the 
handle back.

Run the vacuum for 30 seconds.

Shut off and unplug the vacuum.

Inspect the floor nozzle for hair on the main brushroll. If 
some of the hair has been removed, the technology is 

working. Extend cleaning time in carpet mode for all the 
hair to be removed. 

 Is there less hair on the brushroll?

Repeat these steps again, allowing the unit to run in 
carpet mode on hard flooring or low pile carpet for 

another 60 seconds.

Slide the two buttons on the floor nozzle away from the 
brushroll to remove the brushroll garage lid.

Carefully remove any string or debris from the brushroll. 

Reattach the brushroll garage lid and press down firmly 
on all sides until it clicks into place.

Now that the hair build-up is removed, the unit is ready 
to start ‘self cleaning’ again. If the issue persists, there 

may be a blockage in the unit causing low suction. 

Check the unit for low suction. 
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Yes. TS Worked.
No, Continue to 

next step

Low SuctionLow Suction



Troubleshooting steps for Softroller Not SpinningBack to 
index

Back to 
index

First, verify that the main brushroll is spinning and only 
the orange roller is not spinning. Turn the unit on and tilt 

the handle back. Is the main brushroll spinning?

Turn the unit off and unplug the unit. Remove the garage 
door by sliding the 2 latches back, toward the vacuum 

body. 

Remove the softroller from the unit by the PULL tab. 

Inspect the softroller for cracks or damage, particularly at 
the plastic ends. Does the softroller have damage? 

Clear any hair or debris from around or behind the 
softroller. 

Reinstall the softroller, ensuring it clicks into place. 

Manually turn the main brushroll with your hand. As the 
main brushroll turns, does the softroller also turn?

Yes, Continue to next 
step.

No, Brushroll 
not spinning
No, Brushroll 
not spinning

Yes, TS Failed. 
Send Softroller

No Continue to 
next step

No Ts Failed. Send 
Nozzle

Yes, Ts Worked

Remember to have the CX reinstall the garage lid by firmly 
pressing on both sides making sure CX hear 2 audible clicks. 



Troubleshooting for Burning Smell

Turn off and unplug the vacuum. 

 Inspect the power cord and plug for exposed wires, burns or 
obvious damage. Is there damage?

Disassemble the unit by removing the handheld vacuum from 
the wand and the wand from the floor nozzle.

Next, we’re going to check the floor nozzle. To access the 
brushroll, remove the brushroll garage lid by pushing both 

Brushroll Access buttons on the floor nozzle and place the lid 
aside.

Check for a jam or a clog around the brushroll. Inspect the 
brushroll and ends of the brushroll for damage or melting. Do 

you see any damages or melting?

Now, check for debris or clogs inside the nozzle openings. 
Once all clogs have been cleared, close the brushroll garage 

lid completely by pressing down firmly on all sides.

Remove the dust cup by pressing the two release buttons on 
the bottom sides. Inspect all the handheld where the dust 

cup was for any signs of damage, or burns. Inspect the 3 hole 
connector at the end of the handheld for damage or melting. 

Do you see any damages, or burns?

Empty the dust cup into the trash can. Make sure to clear any 
debris off the cone shaped metal screen. Then close the lid 
until it clicks into place and insert it back onto the handheld 

vacuum until it clicks into place.

Pick up the wand and clear any blockages or clogs.

On the front of the handheld vacuum, open the filter latch 
close to the power button to access the pre-motor filters.

Reinstall the filters, placing the felt filter in first, followed by 
the foam filter. Reattach the filter cover until it clicks into 

place.

Remove the pre-motor foam and felt filters from the top of 
the handheld vacuum. Tap filters clean over a trash can to 

remove any excess dirt and debris. 

Plug in the handheld vacuum and turn it on. Is the smell still 
there?

If the customer is calling about an out-of-the-box unit, let 
them know there may be a new motor smell for the first 

couple uses. If the smell persists, please call back. 

 Reassemble the vacuum, plug it in and turn it on to check for 
a burning smell. Is the smell gone?

Detach the handheld vacuum from the wand again and turn it 
on to check for a burning smell. 

Is the smell still there?

Yes- TS Failed – Wash or 
replace pre and post 

filters. 

No – Send New Nozzle

Yes, transfer to High 
Escalations.

No, Continue to next 
step.

Yes, transfer to High 
Escalations.

No, Continue to next 
step.

Yes, Advise CX to 
wash or replace the 

filters. Continue with 
remaining steps. 

Yes, transfer to High 
Escalations.

No, Continue to next 
step.

No, Continue to next 
step.

Yes- TS Worked
No,  Continue to next 

step.
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If issue persist, Replace 
POD. 



Troubleshooting steps for “Noise”

Turn off and unplug the vacuum.

Detach the floor nozzle from the handheld and extension 
wand

Detach the handheld piece from the wand and squeeze 
the dust cup release latches on the sides of the handheld 

and pull the dust cup straight out.

Holding the dust cup over a trash receptacle, press the 
release button near the bottom of the dust cup. The 

bottom door will open to let dust and debris fall into the 
trash 

Clear away any debris from the cone-shaped screen 
inside the dust cup and close the lid 

Look in the handheld piece with a flash light to 
determine if any debris is obstructing the openings/air 

ways and remove any clogs

Plug the unit in and turn on. Does the noise persist?

Turn off and unplug the 
vacuum

Plug the hand held in without the dust 
cup and turn it on. Is there noise? 
Advise the CX that vacuum will be 

louder with the dust cup off. 

Yes

Turn off and unplug the vacuum

Remove and retattach the pre-
motor filter lid on top of the 

handheld vacuum. Press firmly 
to ensure it’s latched into place

Plug in and turn on the 
handheld. Is there still noise?

Yes, TS Failed. Send POD 
(please advise Customer to 
keep unit until they receive 

POD as not all parts are 
included)

No, TS Worked

Reconnect the floor nozzle to the 
vacuum handheld and extension 

wand ensuring you hear them click 
into place

Re-insert the dust cup into the hand held.

Yes

Remove and reattach the post-
motor filter cover located under 

the handle. Press firmly to ensure 
it is latched into place

Plug the unit in and check for noise. 
Does the noise persist?

No
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Check floor nozzle and wand

Turn off and unplug the vacuum

Look in the wand with a flash light to 
determine if any debris is obstructing 

the openings/air ways and remove 
any clogs

To access the brushroll, remove the 
brushroll garage lid by pushing both 
Brushroll Access buttons on the floor 

nozzle 

Remove any clogs or debris around 
the brush roll and the nozzle opening

Once all clogs have been cleared and 
debris removed, close the brushroll 
garage lid completely by pressing 

down firmly on all sides 

No, Debris is still in the dust cup, 
empty dust. If sounds continues 

recommend to CX to wipe out the 
dust cup with a dry cloth.

Yes, TS Failed. 
Send new Floor 

Nozzle.
No, TS Worked



Troubleshooting steps for “Br Not spinning”

Ensure the unit is plugged in and turned on. Place your foot on 
the floor nozzle and tilt the handle back to engage the 

brushroll. 

Are the headlights flashing ?

Back to indexBack to index

Yes No

The garage door is not installed 
properly. Turn the unit off. 
Remove the garage door by 
sliding the 2 latches back, 
toward the vacuum body.

Then, reinsert the garage door, 
ensuring there is are 2 clicks, 

one on each side. 

While the garage door is off, 
check the brushroll for any 

debris that may be restricting its 
movement, and check the air-

path for any obstructions.

Turn the unit back on and lean 
the handle back. Are the 

brushes spinning?

What color is the brushroll 
indicator light?

Green, Replace 
the Floor 
nozzle.

No LightNo Light
Solid or 
flashing 

Red

Solid or 
flashing 

Red

Yes, TS Worked
No, TS Failed.  

Replace the Floor 
nozzle.



Troubleshooting steps for Brushroll Light is Solid or Flashing Red

Is the unit set to the correct setting?  Setting I should be used on 
bare floors and small area rugs, while Setting II should be used on 
carpets. The unit has a safety feature to avoid the brushroll motor 

from overheating on thick carpet. 

There could also be a clog in the nozzle.
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Turn on the vacuum, step on the footprint icon on the floor nozzle, 
and tilt back the vacuum handle to engage the brushroll.

Start to vacuum and run it back and forth over the floor. Does the 
brushroll indicator light stay green with the brushroll spinning?

Unplug the unit

 Slide the two buttons on the floor nozzle away from the brushroll 
to remove the brushroll garage lid. Carefully remove any string or 

debris from the brushroll. 

Reattach the brushroll garage lid and press down firmly on all 
sides until it clicks into place.

Solid Red, TS Failed. 
Replace Floor nozzle.

Yes, TS Worked

Follow below steps for Solid and Flashing red light. 

If light is flashing red the motor in the nozzle may have 
overheating. Advise CX to allow unit to cool down for 60 minutes 

after TS is done. 

Flashing Red, Allow 
unit to cool down for 

60 minutes

If flashing red light 
persist after allowing 
unit to cool down for 
60 after performing 
TS. Replace the floor 

nozzle.



Troubleshooting steps for Brushroll not Spinning No Light

Unplug the unit

 Slide the two buttons on the floor nozzle away from the brushroll 
to remove the brushroll garage lid. Carefully remove any string or 

debris from the brushroll. 

Reattach the brushroll garage lid and press down firmly on all 
sides until it clicks into place.

Stepping on the foot pedal, remove the wand from the nozzle and 
remove the wand from the handheld. Using a flash light look into 

the 3 hole connector on the end of the handhled for debris. 
Remove and debris. 

Is the indicator light green and brushroll spinning?

Back to IndexBack to Index

Yes, Continue to next 
step

No, TS Failed. Replace 
Floor nozzle

Plug in the unit.  Press lightly on the floor nozzle and tilt the handle 
back to engage the brushroll.  Now turn on the unit. 

Push the foot pedal again and pull 
the hand vac up to detach it from the 

nozzle

Re-attach the wand to both the 
nozzle and the hand vac, again 

pressing at each end until it clicks 
into place

Press lightly on the floor nozzle and 
tilt the handle back to engage the 
brushroll.  Now turn on the unit. 

Is the indicator light green and 
brushroll spinning?

No, TS Failed. Replace 
Wand

Yes, TS Worked

Attach the hand vac directly to the nozzle, pressing firmly until you 
hear a “click”

Before attaching the wand to unit, 
using a flashlight check the 3 hole 
connector on the bottom of the 

wand. Remove any debris.



Troubleshooting steps for No power.

Check the power cord for damage and the plug prongs for 
being loose. Is there melting damage on the cord or 

exposed wires?

Turn off and unplug unit.

Remove and empty the dust cup. 

Remove the filter cover from the top of the handheld 
vacuum and take out the filters. Tap clean the filters and 

set them aside.

Detach handheld vacuum from the wand and check for 
blockages at the connector end.

Slide the two buttons on the floor nozzle away from the 
brushroll to remove the brushroll garage lid.

Carefully remove any string or debris from the brushroll. 
Look down into the nozzle connector for any debris. 

Remove any debris.

Reattach the brushroll garage lid and press down firmly on 
all sides until it clicks into place.

Reassemble the unit. Plug in the unit and turn it on.  Does 
unit turn on? 
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Yes, transfer to 
High Escalations.

No, Continue to 
next step.

Yes, TS Worked

Yes, TS Worked

No, Continue to 
next step

Ask customer to plug in vacuum in an outlet in another 
room, where an appliance is plugged in and working (a 

verified working outlet).  Does vacuum Turn on?

 Turn on the unit, change mode to setting II, place foot on 
floor nozzle and tilt handheld vacuum back. Does the 

suction motor turn on?

Yes, 
Brushroll not 

spinning

Yes, 
Brushroll not 

spinning

Remove the wand from the floor nozzle and look through 
one end to see if CX can see straight through. Remove any 

blockages. 

If calling back after 60 
minutes cool down and still 
no power. Replace the POD. 
(please advise Customer to 
keep unit until they receive 

POD as not all parts are 
included). 

No, unit may have 
overheated. Allow unit to 
cool down for 60 Minutes. 

Continue to go through 
remaining steps.  

No, Have CX wait the 
remaining of the 60 
minutes and try unit 

again. 

Remind the CX if they have not washed their filters in a while, to 
wash filters. Recommend  to wash filters once a month or as 

often as needed. 



Troubleshooting steps for Wheels Squeaking

 Place the vacuum flat on the floor with the bottom of the 
nozzle facing up. 

 Inspect the small front wheels on the bottom of the floor 
nozzle. Ask the customer to manually rotate the wheels.  

Remove any debris or hair from the wheel while rotating. 
Do the wheels move freely?
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Yes, TS Worked
No, TS Failed. Send 

Floor Nozzle
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